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Description

Technical Associate (Electrical)

Manchester

Salary: £65, to £72,

Job Ref:

Opportunities for a Lead Electrical Engineer to be focussed on the project delivery elements of

projects can be quite limited at Associate level, and focussing on engineering at this level can be

secondary to the people management aspects that are typically demanded at Associate

level. 

This Manchester opportunity for a Technical Associate (Electrical) changes the status quo

and allows a technically strong Electrical Engineer to focus on delivering projects, running

projects, and delivering exceptional solutions whilst allowing others to handle the internal

management and people management processes that are still very much required and

important in all organisations.

We have partnered with this multi-disciplinary consultant to deliver this Technical Associate

(Electrical) role, and others, to support a 15+ strong Building Services department that also

offers an almost unique proposition of working almost permanently client side on projects up to

the £20M mark. They are going through a change currently which includes improving their

digital capability which is already very strong to upskill all engineers with Revit, BIM

processes and giving engineers the skills to produce a complete digital design. Experience

with Revit is not an essential for the role, but any experience would be useful or a desire to
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work in this way will be needed.

They are also open to an experienced Principal joining too and opportunities beyond Principal

and Associate are available, and the path will remain clear giving you the opportunity to

progress on a path that is expected to be fast within the organisation. You will need to be able

to work with junior, intermediate and senior face to face and remotely as the business

operates and encourages a hybrid model which includes 3 days in the office and 2 out.

Their project portfolio in Manchester includes plenty of Healthcare, Residential and Education

projects with Industrial and Commercial clients requesting their services too. You will be

involved in delivering the detailed design, tender documents, and fee proposals for these

jobs too so experience of working directly with clients and on framework projects would be

good. 

A good general Building Services background and experience of working in some, or most of

these projects, will be essential. Knowledge of Building Services regulations is again essential

and any knowledge of HTM regulations would be useful too.

If you are interested in this, feel free to reach out to Rob Jones at Calibre Search on for

further information.

Calibre Search promote equality in the workplace and we welcome applications from all

suitably skilled or qualified candidates regardless of their sex, race, disability, religion/beliefs,

sexual orientation or age. We act as both an employment agency and employment business.

Apply Now
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